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yoyo it's your boy dantax aka valyren or whatsoever. the problem was obvious. i had to use the
launcher which wasn't possible in the first place because i didn't give it the aion game file path, but

the path where my family pics are. 1. combat mastery/pvp/pve - aion has some of the best combat in
the business with a great amount of variety, easy and accessible to anyone, and rewarding. what

more could you ask for? 2. crafting/item customization - this is where aion shines, lets you combine
gear to create your own ultimate gear. 3. pet collection/pets - pets play a big role in the game. they

provide you health and companionship, they can also provide a helping hand in combat. i was
haven't some graphical errors (like improper shading/skins not shown properly) when playing the

game, so i thought of individually deleting the files in the aion folder and do file check to re-
download them to fix that error (i do that a lot on eu aion, and works fine). but it messed up

somehow (kept getting errors of files download, which i didn't even delete), and once i was able to
make the game work, i couldn't stay logged-in into the game (immediately dc's upon log-in). then, i
decided to install the game by copying the files manually from my desktop, and then i realized that

the game wouldn't start. on my way of installing the game, i deleted the aion directory, restarted the
computer, and then re-installed the game and copied the folders to my desktop. although i could
uninstall the game normally, i couldn't install it again. in desperation, i tried to install the game

through the aion launcher, but it gave me the same error message, saying that the game was still
installed.
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same as above, some graphical errors (like improper shading/skins not shown properly) when
playing the game, so i thought of individually deleting the files in the AION folder and do File Check
to re-download them to fix that error (i do that a lot on EU AION, and works fine). But it messed up
somehow (kept getting errors of files download, which i didn't even delete), and once i was able to

make the game work, i couldn't stay logged-in into the game (immediately DC's upon Log-in). First I
will tell you what youre aiming for. Its a myth that "leveling is cheap" in Aion. Once you are high

enough level, you are able to run the full game speed. You will not get ganked,camped, or spammed
by griefers. You will eventually get the combat speed you need, and at that point, you can fully enjoy
the game. On the contrary, in Aion, you will be king of the field. People will try to flee from you, and
it will take time to get to a point where you become a big enough obstacle to attract enemy aggro.
My advice for when youre a low level is to stick with a group of friends, and explore the zone with
them. Also, when youre first in the game, the combat speed of the max level characters will slow
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down a bit, and so will the terrain speed. All in all, it will be fairly to slow for you until you get the
necessary combat skills. So, I got a brand new computer and decided to just make a new Aion

account to use it with. Log-in, finally, and it didn't like the old account's pak file because it had an
older version of it (2.5.2) and will not allow me to use the old file because it has 2.6. I've tried to

make my new account with the same name, same group, etc. still nothing. I've tried the usual - using
the old files and deleted it/edited it, upgrading it, etc. Nothing will work for some reason. 5ec8ef588b
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